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Jawor-Parkiet
naturally unique wooden floors

Created with passion since 1991 in a family business in Warmia and Masuria in the green heart of Poland.
It is from here that the highest-quality wooden floors are launched into the world, being the best showcase

native raw material, modern technology and world-class design.
Jawor-Parkiet floors are synonymous with traditional craftsmanship and the future interior design.

Grzegorz Sadowski 
C R E A T I V E  D I R E C T O R
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Ambitious challenges are the driving force behind 
Jawor-Parkiet. For years, we have set ourselves high 
goals, we combine many years of experience 
in the production of wooden floors with innovation. 
We gratefully use what is the best in Poland - good 
craftsmanship and high-quality raw material. However, 
we are aware that there is no change, there is no 
development. That is why our floors are made in one 
of the most modern machine parks in the industry.Am

bi
tio

n The roots of the company Jawor-Parkiet are Warmia and Mazury. 
This is also where we still have our head office, where we take 
care of the constant modernisation of production processes, 
multi-level quality control and orders produced on time. We take 
care of Polish tradition, but it is our wide horizon that gives us 
a chance for dynamic development. Hardwood floors from 
Nowe Miasto Lubawskie decorate interiors of houses all over 
the world - in Italy, China, Georgia or Canada, among others. 
We proudly expose our origins there and take care of the 
development of our brand.



Top layer
3,6 mm
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Multi-layered flooring
The right choice for many years
Wooden floorboards and parquet flooring have adorned Polish houses for generations. They are captivating thanks 

to their natural beauty and tempting due to their innovative functionality. However, choosing the right flooring is an 

important decision for many years. Finished two-layer wooden flooring, such as FertigDeska or FertigParkiet, with the 

top layer being up to 6 mm thick, is the right solution that can meet the expectations of the most demanding users. 

Thanks to this feature, this type of flooring has been extremely popular among customers for years.

Top layer
6 mm

The underlay

Wooden flooring
and underfloor heating
- a couple of things that you 
should keep in mind

Wooden flooring is a very durable, ecological, and 
hygroscopic material. Its aesthetic values and a wide 
range of decors and formats, as well as functional 
advantages, make it the best choice.

As a natural raw material, wood is an excellent solution 
for individuals suffering from allergies. It is easy to keep 
it clean as it does not accumulate dust. It is also pleasant 
to the touch, warm and delicate. Additionally, it does not 
cause any noise and, when maintained properly, it will 
serve you for many years. Using wooden floorboards 
and parquet over underfloor heating is becoming an 
increasingly popular solution.

Wooden flooring is a reasonable and noteworthy 
alternative to floor tiles, panels, or carpets. 
You should remember that Jawor-Parkiet floors 
with a two-layer structure are recommended for use  
with underfloor heating.



Good design combines beauty and functionality. Although behind 
each Jawor-Parquet floor collection there is a different message, we 
always look for the balance between these values. Form and style 
are combined with ergonomics and longevity. There is a certain 
universalism in it, because wooden floors are a timeless product.

The aim of the Jawor-Parquet creative team is to create 
a product that reflects the needs of customers, architects 
and designers. In the creative process we are guided by 
many years of experience, knowledge of technology, 
intuition and knowledge of current trends in the 
interior design industry. Listening to the needs of the 
market we create space to draw from each other.

De
sig
n

Individualism

In the creation and everyday work, we value freedom and individualism. We want 
our products to be like that too. We believe, that flooring can be a way to express 

yourself, to personalize your interior. That is why the Jawor-Parkiet trademark 
has a very wide range of products. We focus on trend-following design, a wide 

palette of colours and dimensions of floors and the highest quality of products.

The decors of our floors give your home a unique character - that is why  
you will find delicate and intense whites, natural, raw wood, 

subtle browns and modern greys. We use custom 
blends of oil/wax and pigments to colour the wood.

We allow our customers to play with colour as well as form. 
That is why our floors are available in many formats - from 

traditional parquet and the avantgarde Vintage collection, 
through the french herringbone and creativity-releasing

Design Experience line, to the over 2-metre-long
Luxury plank, for lovers of classic

and elegance at its best. All this to achieve 
an original effect! Because home is us.



Good design combines the creator’s vision and practicality. 
This is where the needs for aesthetic effects and a simpler 

world meet. The goal of the design process is to ensure 
that Jawor-Parkiet’s floors evoke positive emotions, such as 
admiration, while at the same time offering functionality that 

users can enjoy for years to come.

The wood from the floor creeps onto the walls and 
ceilings, decorates bed headboards and wardrobe 

doors. Hard by nature, it creates the impression 
of softness and coziness.

We are ALL FOR IT!

The world is upside down!

1 FertigDeska Design Experience Maxi
Oak Color Alabastro

2 Vintage Series Oak 1980’s Mocca Cherry 5 FertigParkiet Oak Antyk
- Jawor-Parkiet Design Awards, Mateusz Kot

3 FertigDeska Chevron Oak Color Avorio 4 FertigParkiet Chevron Oak Color Bianco
- Jawor-Parkiet Design Awards, Urszula Karasiewicz

6 FertigParkiet Chevron Ash Amber
- Jawor-Parkiet Design Awards, Aleksandra Zachara



award  recomendation

We should all pay attention to the tiniest details in life, savor the taste of our favorite wine, get 

dazzled by the charms of the Cote d’Azur while staying on a yacht moored in the port of Cannes, 

or eat oysters in a seaside cafe overlooking the Italian village Positano.

For lovers of beautiful interiors, FertigDeska Luxury is like Tiffany & Co. jewelry for Holly 

Golightly in the famous Breakfast at Tiffany’s, like the Monaco Grand Prix for a Formula 1 fan 

or like Christian Louboutin’s heels for a true fashion lover. 

In theory, you could do without this incredible flooring, but having it and treading on a polished, 

smooth, and the brushed surface of warm wood gives a sense of luxury and unique comfort. 

Everyday contact with beauty and the perfect form of our products, which we provide thanks 

to the use of extra-long boards, make life more beautiful.

The design and functionality of the floor were recognized by the jury of the 

Innovation@Domotex 2015 Competition that took place during the Hannover fair. FertigDeska 

Luxury has also gained the recognition of the Institute of Industrial Design and became one of 

the products recommended to take part in the Good Design 2015 Competition.

Available in following dimensions:
thickness: 15 mm, width: 180-200 mm, length: 1500-2200 mm.

The product is recommended for use with underfloor heating.
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Wood is a naturally unique material. The actual appearance of the ordered products may vary. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalog and the floor displays available in the distributors are for reference only.
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

Finished 2-layer b
oard

 dim
ensions: 2

200x200x15
 m

m

F E R T I G
D E S K A  L U X U R Y  2 2 0

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 2200x200x15 mm

Nearly symmetrical wood pattern and 

parallel grain arrangement bring out the 

natural beauty of oak, which is additionally 

highlighted by a large surface of single 

boards. The floor will be perfect for 

classic interiors of suburban mansions. It 

is recommended to match the floor with 

deep brown colors, which expose the 

natural elegance of wood.

This floor captivates with almost uniform 

white color, with slight color differences. 

The board will be particularly well 

presented in spacious, representative 

interiors. Combined with simple 

accessories, it will add them class 

and natural elegance. Sapwood not 

allowed, rare pin knots, random fibres 

arrangement, light coloring, white 

priming varnish applied.

Oak EleganceOak Elegance White

Oak EleganceOak E
legance W

hite
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

Finished 2-layer b
oard

 dim
ensions: 2

200x200x15
 m

m

F E R T I G
D E S K A  L U X U R Y  2 2 0

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 2200x200x15 mm

Random grain arrangement enriched 

with large knots creates unique patterns 

on a floor surface and provides it with 

a one-of-a-kind design. The delicate, 

white color of the floor makes it perfectly 

composed with shabby chic or Provencal 

interiors and when combined with, e.g., 

lavender or pastel colors it will create a 

unique interior, filled with a peaceful and 

idyllic ambiance.

Oak Classic White

Oak C
lassic W

hite
Oak Classic

Varied grains arrangement enriched 

with exposed knots provide the rooms 

with a subtle look. The large surface of 

the boards enhances the drawing of the 

wood, creating natural patterns. This floor 

is perfect for rustic, Scandinavian style or 

raw, modernist interiors.

Oak Classic



F E R T I G
D E S K A  L
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Wood is a naturally unique material. The actual appearance of the ordered products may vary. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalog and the floor displays available in the distributors are for reference only.
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

Finished 2-layer b
oard

 dim
ensions: 2

200x200x15
 m

m
Oak Alabastro

F E R T I G
D E S K A  L U X U R Y  2 2 0

Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 2200x200x15 mm

20

Oak Color Alabastro

Floor in a unique color inspired by 

Italian landscapes. The unique coloring 

reminiscent of the shades of natural raw 

oak makes this board a universal solution 

for interior design. The Alabastro shade 

board will be a great addition to modern 

as well as classical interiors and spacious 

apartments.

The board is the essence of the natural 

value of oak wood. Its non-homogeneous 

pattern, explicit color differences, large 

knots and sapwood expose the natural 

beauty of oak. The floor will be a perfect 

match for country-style interiors and will 

complement cozy households.

Oak Country

Oak C
ountry

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 2500x290x15 mm

F E R T I G
D E S K A  L U X U R Y  M

A X I

This unique board, which exposes the 

timeless beauty of oak wood, is an ideal 

proposition for all lovers of eco style. 

Large knots, visible on its surface, random

arrangement of grains and color 

differences perfectly emphasize the 

atmosphere of restored interiors of old 

tenement houses. This board, used in 

hygge arrangements, will provide them 

with a unique cosiness.

Oak Classic

Oak Classic

+64% bigger board area

floorboard area: 0,725 m2
dimensions: 2500 x 290 mm

floorboard area: 0,440 m2
dimensions: 2200 x 200 mm

FertigDeska Luxury Maxi
Pure luxury has many faces. It can mean an unhurried morning coffee at home or a winter holiday in St. Moritz full of attractions. However, it is always  characterised by a certain 
uniqueness and inaccessibility. FertigDeska Luxury Maxi has been created for people who expect more and put their faith in a maxi effect. The design, which is based on 
elegance, classics and nature, is timeless.

That is why it is the best investment. The top-quality 250 cm long boards require a precise selection of raw materials and a masterly craftsmanship. By choosing colours and 
finishes, we will create a harmonious interior personalized to individual needs.

Available in following dimensions:
thickness: 15 mm, width: 260 or 290 mm, length: 2000 - 2500 mm
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F E R T I G
D E S K A  L

U X U R Y  M
A X I

Finished 2-layer b
oard

 dim
ensions: 2

500x290x15
 m

m Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 2500x290x15 mm

F E R T I G
D E S K A  L U X U R Y  M

A X I

Oak Luna

Oak Color Luna

This unique floor is a harmonious 

complement to the loft-like interiors, 

which we want to add coziness to. Its 

unique color, inspired by the moonlight 

reflected in the crystalline waters of the 

alpine Lago di Como, will emphasize 

the unusual character of avant-garde 

interiors. The exceptionally large surface 

of individual elements of the floor makes 

this board a great proposition for rustic 

interiors of suburban residences.

A unique board, whose bright color 

was inspired by the heavenly ambience 

of Italian beaches, will perfectly match 

the Scandinavian arrangements. The 

exceptionally large surface of individual 

floor elements perfectly adds brightens to 

small spaces, and combined with the subtle 

colors of the marine style, it will give the 

interiors a fresh and unique atmosphere.

Oak Color Bianco

Oak B
ianco

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating



Product
recommended
for underfloor
heating

The unique design and non-standard technological solutions 
of this floor were appreciated by the jury of the nationwide 
competition Inspirations 2018, awarding it with distinction in the 
„Flooring” category.

In the „Good Design 2019” competition, which distinguishes 
the best, most interesting interior design products and 
solutions that change the spaces of houses and apartments, 
in the category: Floors and Walls, FertigDeska Design Experience 
Maxi received a distinction.

FertigDeski Design Experience is a line of short floorboards 
for architects. The boards have lengths of 590 and 600 mm, 
750 mm in the Design Experience Maxi version and 900 mm 
in the Design Experience Maxi+ version.

The uniform dimension of the individual floor elements and the 
right and left tongues are perfect for freeing the creativity of 
interior designers and decorators, making it possible to create 
any pattern, such as the classic herringbone, squares, or ladders. 

These patterns guarantee a unique effect that is bound to catch 
everyone’s attention.

FertigDeska

Design Experience

Different arrangements of the FertigDeska Design Experience series



F E R T I G
D E S K A  D

E S I G
N  E

X P E R I E N C E
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax, 
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax, 
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

Finished 2-layer b
oard

 dim
ensions: 6

00x12
0x15

 m
m

F E R T I G
D E S K A  D E S I G

N  E X P E R I E N C E

Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 600x120x15 mm

The floor is characterized by wide range 

of colors and varied grain patterns. 

Combination of an impressive pattern 

designs, provides the effect that all lovers 

of custom arrangements are dreaming 

about. This oak board in the Classic 

version will find its use in minimalistic 

Scandinavian style arrangements and 

add domestic warmth to spacious 

apartment interiors. It is also possible to 

combine this floor with marine décor.

This extremely elegant floor will certainly 

be a great complement for rustic, 

minimalist interiors. Its warm, natural 

color, enriched by a few small knots, 

will perfectly highlight the classic white, 

adding originality and character, whereas 

random grain arrangement gently 

accentuates the most beautiful features 

of oak wood. Arranged in interesting and 

unobtrusive patterns, this board will add 

light and unique, world-class design.

Oak Classic

Oak ClassicOak Elegance

Oak E
legance



Oak A
labastr

o
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Finished 2-layer b
oard

 dim
ensions: 6

00x12
0x15

 m
m

Oak Color Alabastro

F E R T I G
D E S K A  D E S I G

N  E X P E R I E N C E

Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 600x120x15 mm

Unique floor-laying patterns combined 

with the original color of raw oak perfectly 

blend with french style arrangements. 

This floor will also look great in loft-like

interiors, and will add lightness and 

coziness to refurbished rooms of old 

factories or tenement houses.

The shades of this board bring to mind 

the lunar eclipse reflected in the alpine 

waters of Lago di Como. The color of 

the floor is diversified with sapwood, 

and the delicate knots add a character 

to the whole. This board will fit perfectly 

to small rooms, to which it will add 

spaciousness and a substantial design. 

It will also be an interesting addition to 

boho style interiors.

Oak Color Luna

Oak Luna

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating



Design Experience

thickness: 15 mm

width: 120 mm

length: 590 or 600 mm

Design Experience

Maxi

thickness: 15 mm

width: 140 mm or 150 mm

length: 750 mm

Design Experience

Maxi+

thickness: 15 mm

width: 180 mm

length: 900 mm

www.jawor-parkiet.com  |  33
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax, 
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

F E R T I G
D E S K A  D E S I G

N  E X P E R I E N C E  M
A X I +

Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 900x180x15 mm

This floor will be the main decoration 

of your interior. The wide range of oak 

colours, varied wood grain and  knots 

guarantee a distinctive effect. In Design 

Experience Maxi+, this effect is further 

enhanced by the larger surface area of 

individual floor elements. Thanks to the 

freedom of installation methods, we can 

create a unique space. A striking product, 

so it is worth exposing its qualities in 

minimalist interiors. Oak Classic

Oak Classic
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F E R T I G
D E S K A  D

E S I G
N  E

X P E R I E N C E  M
A X I +

Finished 2-layer b
oard

 dim
ensions: 9

00x18
0x15

 m
m

Bleached, natural oak, with delicate 

shades of grey. These are the colors of 

the shimmering rocks of the sunny and 

romantic town of Positano. Located on the 

Tyrrhenian Sea, Positano impresses with 

its pastel Mediterranean buildings nearly 

cascading into the sea. This floor will 

perfectly emphasize the Scandinavian-

style and minimalist interiors. It will also 

constitute an ideal background for other 

furnishings, allowing them to flourish.

F E R T I G
D E S K A  D E S I G

N  E X P E R I E N C E  M
A X I +

The most intense color from the new 

Color Inspiration palette. It brings to 

mind the image of a volcanic island of 

Stromboli. Dark brown, almost black 

color emphasizes the character of the 

interior, adding to it some class and 

warmth; therefore it will be the perfect 

choice for the living room, study or 

stylish bedroom.

Oak Marone

Finished 2-layer board dimension: 900x180x15 mm

Oak Color MaroneOak Color Caldo

Oak C
aldo

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax, 
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

F E R T I G
D E S K A  D

E S I G
N  E

X P E R I E N C E  M
A X I F E R T I G

D E S K A  D E S I G
N  E X P E R I E N C E  M

A X I

Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 750x150x15 mmFinished 2-layer b
oard

 dim
ensions: 7

50x15
0x15

 m
m

37

It is a floor that combines timeless 

classics with modern elegance. Its warm, 

natural color will perfectly blend with 

exotic, floral accessories that will add 

style and elegance. Combined with glass, 

old bricks or industrial steel, it will create 

an interior that will not go unnoticed.

A unique floor designed for those 

who appreciate creative solutions of 

arrangements. Its warm, creamy color, 

reminiscent of the sunny landscapes 

of Italy, and makes this floor an intuitive 

complement to maritime interiors. It will 

look great in rooms, dominated by shades 

of gay or classic white.

Oak Avorio

Oak Color AvorioOak Elegance

Oak E
legance

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating
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Contemporary design is a search for harmony. Surrounding ourselves with objects, colors, and 
textures that reflect our personality. For this purpose, we mix styles, combine accessories, and 
furniture from different eras. We always look for solutions that are surprising and completely dif-
ferent from any other. Because our home should express us.  Instead of choosing safe solutions, 
we are more willing to experiment in order to create interiors in which we will feel good and com-
fortable. Our interiors are supposed to create complete unity with their users.

This is why we created the Vintage Series. Each of the decors consists of three types of elements 
with a different surface finish structure, ranging from brushing and original planing to delicate saw 
marks. Playing with these textures and contrasting unique color differences allows us to achieve 
a unique effect. Thanks to the use of diverse designs in one decor, products from the Vintage 
Series do not look good only on the floor. They are more often used on walls, ceilings, and as 
headboards.  

The Vintage collection is ideal for brave and imaginative people looking for unusual arrangement 
combinations. This flooring makes it possible for you to combine the old and the new and mix 
glass with brick and steel. We use light to highlight the most interesting aspects of these materials 
and textures.

Available in following dimensions:
length: 1100 –1200 mm
width: 70 mm
thickness: 15 mm

Product recommended
 for underfloor heating

Vintage Series
— individualism and courage

The Vintage Series collection received a reward 
in the competition of the Marshal’s Office of 
the Warmian-Masurian region “Sails Warmia 
and Mazury”. The idea of the competition is to 
identify and promotion of the best enterprises, 
products, services and promotional projects in 
the region.



F E R T I G
P A R K I E T  M

A X I  O A K  V I N TA G
E  S E R I E S

Finished 2-layer parquet dimensions:: 1200x70x15 mm
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finishes: 4 layers of oil-wax, V4 bevelling, brushing, 
planning, gentle transverse saw marks, underfloor heating

1940’s Black on Fire

41

Oak Vintage 1940’s Black on Fire

Expressive like Rita Hayworth as a pin-up girl, yet elegant as 

Katharine Hepburn in Woman of the Year. Black on Fire is 

an aesthetic mix of dark brown and black, with touches 

of flaming brown accents. A floor in this colour is an 

interesting proposition for spacious interiors, 

where it will be well composed with bright 

furniture and softto-touch accessories.

What makes Vintage Series special?
Each decor consists of elements with three different types of surface finishes:

A creative mix of all the above elements creates a uniquely composed one two-layer oak floor.

Gentle transverse saw marks
Subtle and perpendicular saw marks created toward 
the edge of the cut on the surface. They create an 
irregular structure, giving the floor an intriguingly raw 
character.

Planing
Our original method of planing the surface gives it a 
slightly rustic character. This process is intended to 
emphasize the natural structure of wood.

Brushing
Precise brushing of the soft parts of the grain 
emphasizing the natural patterns of wood and 
providing the effect of delicate floor aging.

V4 bevelling
It consists in creating a gentle cut 
in all four edges of a floorboard. It 

emphasizes the shape of the boards 
and visually exposes their individual 

elements.

4 layers of wax-oil
Oil-wax penetrates the structure 

of the wood, emphasizing its natural 
beauty and protecting the floor 

 at the same time.
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finishes: 4 layers of oil-wax, V4 bevelling, brushing, 
planning, gentle transverse saw marks, underfloor heating

Wood is a naturally unique material. The actual appearance of the ordered products may vary. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalog and the floor displays available in the distributors are for reference only.
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Finished 2-layer parquet dimensions:: 1200x70x15 mm
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finishes: 4 layers of oil-wax, V4 bevelling, brushing, 
planning, gentle transverse saw marks, underfloor heating
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Oak Vintage 1950’s NOIR

This floor is full of contrasts, just like the decade itself. It is difficult 

to remain indifferent to its charm. On a dark, almost black 

surface, the light refracts forming subtle reflections in 

the saw marks. There we will see some warm shades 

of brown and chestnut with hints of copper. 

Depending on the accessories used, this floor 

will be sensual like Merlin Monroe’s curves 

or minimalist like Audrey Hepburn’s 

styling.

Oak Vintage 1960’s Touch of Gray

A multi-dimensional floor, as was the femininity of the 60s, in 

which geometric patterns in Yves Saint Laurent’s designs 

contrasted with the Jackie Kennedy’s stylish suits. 

It is in vain to look for a uniform colour here. In this 

décor, beige colours are mixed with grey and 

sepia accents. It combines perfectly with raw 

interiors full of glass and metal and in loft-

like arrangements.

1960’s Touch of Gray
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finishes: 4 layers of oil-wax, V4 bevelling, brushing, 
planning, gentle transverse saw marks, underfloor heating

Wood is a naturally unique material. The actual appearance of the ordered products may vary. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalog and the floor displays available in the distributors are for reference only.
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Finished 2-layer parquet dimensions:: 1200x70x15 mm
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finishes: 4 layers of oil-wax, V4 bevelling, brushing, 
planning, gentle transverse saw marks, underfloor heating
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1980’s M
occa Cherry

Oak Vintage 1980’s Mocca Cherry

This floor is closer to the world of pop culture trends of the 80s 

than to the stagnation in the Polish design. Warm brown tones 

are the base colour of this décor. They are broken with 

shades of coffee and milk chocolate, with a pinch of 

gray. This solution is uncompromising, bold and 

modern like Madonna’s music. This décor is 

dedicated to people with vivid imagination, 

looking for unobvious combinations of 

arrangements.

Oak Vintage 1970’s Dusty Brown

Freedom of style and nonchalance are the hallmarks of this 

period. Such is the Vintage Series in Dusty Brown shade. In 

this décor brown and grey sparkle with many shades. 

It allows for greater flexibility in the application and 

own interpretation of colours. Like the disco 

music of the 70s and Jane Birkin styling. This 

floor can be used both in classic, as well 

as boho and eclectic style interiors.

19
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Product
recommended for

 underfloor heating

Main award
in the „Floors and Walls” category

French herringbone Chevron

FertigDeska Chevron Oak Color Alabastro received the main award 

in the „Floors and walls” category during the Dobry Design 2020 

competition. The best products of the year in terms of their design 

are selected by a jury of 150 architects and interior designers.

Louvre – one of the world’s largest museums. The collection, which captures the essence of 
French history, is viewed against the backdrop of decorative interiors which bring all the 350 

collection pieces together to make a harmonious whole. Richly ornamented ceilings and 
columns are breathtaking and the materials used only add to the loftiness of the space.

This is where the popularity of the hardwood flooring laid in the symmetrical pattern known 
as chevron first began. We can admire the floor in the Louvre still today. Museum visitors 

first see it in the main hall. Further on, in the rooms of the Grande Galerie covering more 
than 3000 square meters, they experience the same effect that French aristocrats 

admired a few centuries ago. Refined elegance, exclusiveness and wealth.

It is a ready-made floor with two-layer construction, which not only makes the floor 
suitable for installation on floor heating, but also ensures great resistance

 to deformation.
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

Large knots and random sapwood 

underline the most beautiful features 

of oak, whereas a unique french 

herringbone pattern provides it with style 

and refinement. The floor with be perfect 

for rustic interiors and suburban manors.

This floor is characterized by a wide 

range of colors and varied grain patterns.

Discolorations and knots make the floor 

unique. This oak board in the Classic

version will find its use in minimalistic 

Scandinavian-like arrangements and add

domestic warmth to spacious apartment 

interiors.

Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 840x150x15 mm

Oak Country

F E R T I G
D E S K A  C H E V R O

N

Finished 2-layer b
oard

 dim
ensions: 8

40x15
0x15

 m
m

Oak CountryOak Classic

F E R T I G
D E S K A  C

H E V R O
N

Oak C
lassic

Jawor-Parkiet Design Awards participant Marek Mróz. Distinction in the competition.
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Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 840x150x15 mmFinished 2-layer b
oard
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This floor will give each room an 

exceptional character. The unique 

formula of pigments perfectly reflects 

the color of raw oak - the floor is neither 

yellow nor bleached. This color will 

perfectly match with ecological finishing 

materials. thanks to the decorative french 

herringbone pattern, it also fits well with 

rustic and classic arrangements.

Colors of this oak board bring to mind 

the heavenly ambiance of sandy Italian 

beaches. Exceptional color combined 

with the original lying pattern will make 

this bleached floor appealing to the 

tastes of customers who value modern 

design. It will be perfect for Scandinavian 

design and spacious rooms. Oak Color Bianco

Oak Color BiancoOak Color Alabastro

Oak Color A
labastr

o

F E R T I G
D E S K A  C

H E V R O
N

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating
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D E S K A  C H E V R O
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Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 840x150x15 mm

In the Luna decor, grey intermingles 

with brown tones. Flooring in cool 

colouring will appeal to fans of modern 

interiors. It may be successfully used 

in lofts and commercial lofts and utility 

spaces, as well as it will add unique style 

of industrial flats.

Deep brown is back in the game in the 

best style! Very impressive floor in 

french herringbone pattern and plank 

format will add chic. However, it is worth 

remembering that this product likes 

large spaces which emphasise what is 

most beautiful about it. Cosy and warm, 

inspired by volcanic landscapes of Italy 

Vulcano colour will blend in with both with 

glamour style and industrial interiors.

Wood is a naturally unique material. The actual appearance of the ordered products may vary. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalog and the floor displays available in the distributors are for reference only. Jawor-Parkiet Design Awards participant Gabriel Helegda. The 3rd place in competition.
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Oak Color Vulcano

Oak Vulcano

Oak Color Luna

Oak Color L
una

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

A few small knots, uniform colouring and 

free arrangement of fibres in elements 

arranged in a french herringbone pattern 

make the floor both classic and elegant. 

The floor will match modern apartments 

and when combined with industrial 

accessories it will create a unique and 

stylish combination.

Finished 2-layer parquet dimensions: 415x70x15 mm

F E R T I G
P A R K I E T  C H E V R O

N

Oak Elegance

Oak Elegance

The wooden, french herringbone-patterned floor gained its popularity among french kings and nobility as early as
in the 16th century. The flooring captivated with its precise, symmetrical pattern and added sophisticated elegance
to interiors. Now, it has returned with a more modern and functional twist – a finished Chevron floor. Short sides of
individual boards are cut at a 45-degree angle, thus forming a shape of an arrowhead. Cutting boards during the
production process shortens fitting and guarantees high-quality installation of the complicated pattern, which would
be very difficult if each board were cut separately. A Chevron floor does not require sanding, filling or lacquering and
it is ready to use right after installation.

Chevron french herringbone is available in following dimensions:

Chevron - pay a  visit to a french castle.

FertigDeska Chevron 
840 mm x 150 mm

pattern width 1188 mm

850 mm x 140 mm
pattern width 1202 mm

FertigDeska Chevron 
440 mm x 150 mm

width wzoru 636 mm

450 mm x 140 mm
pattern width 636 mm

FertigDeska Chevron 
590 mm x 150 mm

pattern width 834 mm 

600 mm x 140 mm
pattern width 849 mm

FertigParkiet Chevron 
415 mm x 70 mm

pattern width 587 mm

405 mm x 65 mm
pattern width 573 mm

54  |  www.jawor-parkiet.pl
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F E R T I G
P A R K I E T  C

H E V R O
N

An unusual color inspired by what the 

most beautiful in the Italian landscapes, 

makes it a natural decoration of both cool 

Scandinavian interiors as well as warm 

and cozy, vintage-like arrangements.

A natural color of raw oak underlines 

the charm of a floor fitted in a french 

herringbone pattern. This raw, 

minimalistic parquet is a perfect match 

for high interiors of old, urban tenement 

houses and when combined with 

a loft-like décor it will create cozy and 

fashionable arrangements.

Oak A
labastr

o

Oak Alabastro Oak Color Avorio

Oak Avorio

Finished 2-layer parquet dimensions: 415x70x15 mm

F E R T I G
P A R K I E T  C H E V R O
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m

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating
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Finished 2-layer p
arq
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15

x70x15
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m

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax, 
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

Deep-brown parquet with a few knots 

and random grain arrangement will 

transform spacious, open spaces into 

cozy and atmospheric interiors. This 

parquet is a perfect match for a modern, 

modernist-like style, and also fits well in 

rooms with marine décor.

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax, 
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

The dark, subdued color of this floor 

will be a harmonious complement of 

elegant, suburban properties. Random 

grain arrangement and a few knots that 

emphasize the natural qualities of oak 

wood combined with the original pattern 

will add style and design to the interiors.

Oak Antique

Oak A
ntiq

ue F E R T I G
P A R K I E T  C H E V R O

N

Ash Amber

Finished 2-layer parquet dimensions: 415x70x15 mm

Ash Amber

After thermal treatment, the wood is exposed to changes in color under the influence of sunlight, and it also naturally changes to a l ighter color over time.



Whoever discovers the charms of Italy will forever remain bound to this country. From the sandy beaches of the divine Sardinia, 

the sun-scorched olive groves of Tuscany, and Italy’s volcanic islands, to the rugged, rocky slopes of the Alps, Italian 

landscapes have been an inspiration for centuries. They inspired us to create Color Inspiration – a palette of 

decors including raw oak with white and gray shades as well as a mixture of deep browns and black.

Photographs brought from holidays will make you smile for years. They are your memories of 

unforgettable moments, flavors, and people you met while being there. They enable 

us to remember the aroma of slowly sipped espresso in a small cafe on Lake 

Garda or the best Amarone in Venice. Just like these travel photos, 

oak flooring in its original colors brings back the best 

moments of your life, keeping the stories of all the 

household members on the surface.

If you are about to choose a hardwood floor, you must ask yourself the 
fundamental question: lacquer or oil-wax finish?

A unique blend of oil-wax and lacquer, the new, revolutionary Fusion 
Hybrid coating is the answer to all these needs.  The coating builds on 
the best qualities of both formulas used so far to ensure even better 
protection of hardwood floors during production.

 Thanks to the latest technology, 6 times more coating can be applied 
to the surface compared to floor finished with standard oil-wax. The 
manufacturer’s studies have shown that Fusion Hybrid is 14 times 
more resistant to abrasive wear than the regular oil-wax coating, 
offering improved mechanical damage durability.

The new coating is eco-friendly and does not contain any solvents or 
harmful substances, which makes it safe for persons with allergies, 
children and pets. A unique super-matt hybrid finish, open resistance 
preserves the natural qualities of a wooden surface – penetrating the 
surface of the wood brings out its  natural qualities.

A fusion of nature and aesthetics with 
functionality, revolutionary technology

of protection Jawor-Parkiet wooden floors.

SUPER-MATT,
ECO-FRIENDLY
 HYBRID FINISH
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finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating
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Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 1200x150x14 mm

Oak Bianco

Unique floor inspired by the paradisiacal 

landscape of sun-drenched Italian 

beaches. The subtle shade of white 

makes this board looking great in the 

smaller rooms that we want to add space 

to. It will also be well presented with 

Scandinavian or English styling, as well 

as delicate pastel colors.

Oak Color Bianco

The Color Inspiration collection of oak boards finished with pigmented oil-wax or ultra matt Fusion Hybrid coating and inspired by the 
landscapes of Italy gives an almost unlimited possibility of interpretation. The use of one of our thirteen decors on the selected format 

of Jawor-Parkiet floors allows you to personalize your floor and get the final effect that you will enjoy for many years.

Choosing a decor from the Color Inspiration paletteStep I

Step II

Step III

Choosing collection
You can select a decor for the following Jawor-Parkiet floor collections:

The selection of grading and finish
The entire Color Inspiration collection is available in the Elegance, Classic or Country gradings.

You can find more details in our authorized distributors.
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Wood is a naturally unique material. The actual appearance of the ordered products may vary. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalog and the floor displays available in the distributors are for reference only.
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Finished 2-layer b
oard

 dim
ensions: 12

00x15
0x14
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finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 1200x150x14 mm

Oak Color Avorio

This slightly bleached board is 

characterized by differences in coloring 

of individual boards. Cream and white 

hues will lighten dark rooms. It will also 

constitute a harmonious complement 

of modern and classic interiors.

Oak Avorio

Oak Color Alabastro

The inspiration for creating a new color 

from the FertigDeska Color Inspiration 

line was the clear, rocky shores of the 

Tremiti archipelago. Owing to this natural, 

oak Color Inspiration Alabastro floor, we 

can always come back to holiday hikes 

on the hot rocky banks of charming 

Italian islands.



Wood is a naturally unique material. The actual appearance of the ordered products may vary. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalog and the floor displays available in the distributors are for reference only.
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Finished 2-layer b
oard

 dim
ensions: 12

00x15
0x14

 m
m Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 1200x150x14 mm

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

Oak Oro

Ethereal beauty and a delicate, golden 

shade of the floor resemble the fairy-tale-

like tenement houses at Piazza Umberto. 

A warm and subtle color makes the floor 

a harmonious match for marine interiors. 

Combined with original decorations, it 

fills each room with ambience and home-

like coziness.

Oak Color Oro

This floor promises the pleasures of 
nature, like soft sun-warmed sand. 
A warm, sandy base of the floor has been 
adorned with delicate, white highlights 
that expose the natural wood grain, 
resembling Sardinian beaches hidden 
in rocky bays, where the brown cliffs cut 
through white waves and sand. Owing to a 
subtle shade of beige, the floor is perfect 
for small rooms, making them look more 
spacious. It is is a perfect complement to 

a classic or modern arrangement.

Oak Color Sabbia

Oak S
abbia



Wood is a naturally unique material. The actual appearance of the ordered products may vary. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalog and the floor displays available in the distributors are for reference only.
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Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 1200x150x14 mm

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating
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oard
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Oak Luna

The floor’s color resembles the crystal-

clear waters of the Italian Lago di Como, 

subtly integrated into the forested, 

alpine hills and enchanting boardwalks. 

Delicate knots and intermittent sapwood 

diversify the floor’s surface. The product 

is an interesting choice for modern folk 

apartments.

Oak Color LunaBleached, natural oak, with delicate 

shades of grey. These are the colors of 

the shimmering rocks of the sunny and 

romantic town of Positano. Located on 

the Tyrrhenian Sea, Positano impresses 

with its pastel Mediterranean buildings 

nearly cascading into the sea. This 

floor will perfectly emphasize the 

Scandinavian-style and minimalist 

interiors. It will also constitute an ideal 

background for other furnishings, 

allowing them to flourish.

Oak Color Caldo

Oak C
aldo
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Finished 2-layer b
oard

 dim
ensions: 12

00x15
0x14

 m
m Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 1200x150x14 mm

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

Oak Ferro

Italy is also known for its mighty mountain 

peaks emerging among the fertile soil of 

vineyards and orchards. Such as Ferro, 

a decor inspired by a landscape of cold, 

grey Apennine hills. This board is perfect 

for industrial interiors, enhancing them 

with a world class style and design.

Oak Color Ferro

Oak F
ango

Floor displays the colors of the northern 

Italian regions, shaped by the forces of 

nature, the forces that created the stone 

mountain trails and the sunburnt ground 

of olive groves on the northern shores 

of Lake Garda. Fango’s bright beige and 

grey colors with reflections may interest 

those who value modern solutions but 

also dream of non-pushy style and 

freedom in creating their surroundings.

Oak Color Fango
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Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 1200x150x14 mm

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

Oak Marone

The most intense color from the new 

Color Inspiration palette brings to 

mind the image of a volcanic island of 

Stromboli. Dark brown, almost black 

color emphasizes the character of the 

interior, adding to it some class and 

warmth; therefore it will be the perfect 

choice for the living room, study or 

stylish bedroom.

Oak Color Marone

Finished 2-layer b
oard
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An exceptionally elegant, deep-brown 

board inspired by Tuscan olive groves. 

Single knots underline natural features 

of this oak floor. It constitutes an 

interesting alternative for those who 

value advanced solutions and dream of 

warm and cozy interiors.

Oak Color Rosolare

Oak R
oso

lare
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Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 1200x150x14 mm

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid coating, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating
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Finished 2-layer b
oard
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Oak Nero

The dark shade of the board resembles 

the volcanic sand of Vulcano Island. 

A smooth surface with a random fiber 

arrangement is brighten up by sparse 

sapwood. The floor will complement 

even the most sophisticated interiors. It 

is recommended for spacious and sunny 

rooms.

Oak Color Nero

Inspired by the fertile lands around 

Mount Vesuvius, the colors of earth 

and greys make this floor the perfect 

complement to the Tuscan style. This 

board will also work well in industrial 

interiors, to which it will add coziness 

and design on the world-class level.

Oak Color Vulcano

Oak V
ulcano

Jawor-Parkiet Design Awards participant Anastasiya Karalenka.



Product 
recommended
 for underfloor 

heating

FertigDeska
A wide range of wood species and finishing methods, unique pigmentation methods, above-average resistance - these are just some of 
the many advantages of FertigDeska series. It is a finished floor with a two-layer structure, and not only that enables the installation 
of the product on underfloor heating, but also gives it great resistance on deformation. 
In order to protect the wood and expose its natural qualities, the board is coated in the production process 
with four layers of natural oil wax or eight layers of UV lacquer.

Dimensions:
thickness: 11 lub 14 mm, width: 130 – 150 mm, length: 700 – 1500 mm.

FertigDeska Maxi
The world around us and the objects surrounding us are constantly changing, and our only point of reference

is a classic beauty. However, the better the prototype, the fewer changes it requires over the years.
FertigDeska Maxi, due to its larger size, allows for a fuller exposure of the natural

features of wood and provides new arrangement possibilities.

Dimensions:
thickness: 15 mm, width: 140 – 150 mm, length: 1500 – 2200 mm.
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

Oak board in Elegance class is 
dedicated to the supporters of the 
classics and good style. Now offered in 
the Maxi version it is still possible a fuller 
exposition of the  advantages of this 
beautiful raw material. The surface of 
the board in the new size are decorated 
with regular jars and occasional small 
knots, which makes it chic and an 
exclusive element of decor interiors. As 
universal and at the same time a stylish 
accessory will work both in an industrial 

and city loft, spacious apartment.

This floor is characterized by a wide 
range of colors and varied grain patterns.
Discolorations and knots make the floor 
unique. This oak board in Classic version
will find its use in minimalistic 
Scandinavian-like arrangements and add 
domestic warmth to spacious apartment 
interiors

Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 2200x150x15 mm

Oak Classic

F E R T I G D E S K A  M
A X I

Oak ClassicOak Elegance

Finished 2-layer b
oard

 dim
ensions: 2

200x15
0x15

 m
m

Oak E
legance

F E R T I G
D E S K A  M

A X I
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

F E R T I G D E S K A

Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 1200x150x14 mmFinished 2-layer b
oard

 dim
ensions: 12

00x15
0x14

 m
m

F E R T I G
D E S K A

Oak Elegance W
hite

This is a specially selected board with a 

delicately underlined structure. Regular 

pattern arrangement, few and small 

knots and lack sapwood give it a natural 

yet noble character. Light color makes 

this floor a perfect solution for under-

exposed interiors, to which it will optically 

add space.

Oak Elegance White

Extremely representative board, 

characterized by regular grains and lack of 

sapwood. Single, sporadically occurring 

knots add this floor a subtle charm. This 

classic board emphasizes the natural 

qualities of oak wood. It constitutes 

an elegant backdrop for a variety of 

arrangements, so it will fit well in both the 

modernist interior of an  apartment and a 

rustic house outside the city.

Oak Elegance

Oak E
legance
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

F E R T I G D E S K A

Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 1200x150x14 mmFinished 2-layer b
oard

 dim
ensions: 12

00x15
0x14

 m
m

F E R T I G
D E S K A

A subtle white board with a delicate white 

tint, which is characterized by random 

grain arrangement and instances of 

sapwood. Natural knots simply add to its 

charm. This floor will complement smaller 

spaces by lighting them up and optically 

expending. It will provide classical 

arrangements with a more modern look.

This floor is characterized by a wide 
range of colors and varied grain patterns. 
Discolorations and knots make the 
floor unique. This oak board in Classic 
version will find its use in minimalistic 
Scandinavian-like arrangements and 
add domestic warmth to spacious 

apartment interiors

Oak Classic W
hite

Oak Classic WhiteOak Classic

Oak C
lassic
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

Finished 2-layer b
oard

 dim
ensions: 12

00x15
0x14

 m
m

F E R T I G
D E S K A

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating
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Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 1200x150x14 mm

F E R T I G D E S K A

Oak Antique

Elegant board with dark tint. The 

distinctly exposed natural features of 

wood - a varied grain arrangement, knots 

and sporadically occurring sapwood - 

add to its charm. This floor will find its 

use especially in spacious interiors, to 

which it will add coziness and warmth.

Oak Antique

This board is the essence of the natural 

value of oak wood. Varied coloring, 

sapwood and knots makes it an intuitive 

addition to rustic interiors. Diversity of 

colors and patterns makes this flooring 

also suitable for modern apartments.

Oak Country

Oak C
ountry

After thermal treatment, the wood is exposed to changes in color under the influence of sunlight, and it also naturally changes to a l ighter color over time.
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

F E R T I G D E S K A

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

86

An elegant floor with delicate, pale yellow 

tint. It is characterized by sporadically 

occurring knots and random grain 

arrangement. Minor differences in color 

provide it with a decorative character. 

Light color makes it a noble decoration of 

modern lounges, but also small interiors, 

which it will optically enlarge.

Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm

Jawor-Parkiet Design Awards participant Olga Kuzmenko. The 2rd place in competition.
Due to the smoking  process, individual batches may differ in color. Depending on the choice of surface finish (lacquer, oil-wa x), the decor varies in color. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalog and the floor displays available in the distributors are for reference only.

Wood is a naturally unique material . The actual appearance of the ordered products may vary. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalog and the floor displays available in the distributors are for reference only.

Ash Elegance

Ash Elegance

An exclusive board with a very 

dark color. It is characterized by a 

random arrangement of grains, lack 

of sapwood and occasional knots. 

The floor is especially recommended 

for use in large rooms of a distinct 

character. Deep color makes it an ideal 

proposition for people who appreciate 

sophisticated elegance.

Oak Black

Finished 2-layer b
oard

 dim
ensions: 12

00x15
0x14

 m
m

Oak B
lack

F E R T I G
D E S K A
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

F E R T I G D E S K AF E R T I G
D E S K A
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Finished 2-layer b
oard

 dim
ensions: 12

00x14
0x14

 m
m Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm

Ash Elegance Color W
hite

This ash board is light in color thanks 

to a layer of white lacquer or primer. 

The subtle tint, occasional knots, and 

color variations make this floor well 

suited for Scandinavian style design. 

Recommended for use in small and 

underexposed flats that it will optically 

expand.

Ash Elegance
Color White

A board with extremely varied tint 

A light-dark pattern, a sharp drawing, 

and a few knots add raw character to the 

floor. Significant color variation makes it 

a perfect decorative material. This board 

will be a noble addition to the natural, 

classic and rustic interiors.

Ash Elegance Color

Ash 
Elegance Color



Ash Amber
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

F E R T I G
D E S K A

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

Finished 2-layer b
oard

 dim
ensions: 12

00x14
0x14

 m
m Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm

F E R T I G D E S K A

Elegant board with a delicate, 

dark brown tint and random grain 

arrangement. Dark colors make it an 

interesting proposition for spacious 

rooms and especially representative, 

upscale spaces.

Ash Amber

Classic ash board with dark, deep color. 

Occasional knots, color changes and 

clearly marked wood drawings provide a 

unique decorative effect. This floor is an 

elegant addition to classic and modern 

interiors.

Ash Elegance Dark

Ash 
Elegance Dark

After thermal treatment, the wood is exposed to changes in color under the influence of sunlight, and it also naturally changes to a l ighter color over time.
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

Wood is a naturally unique material . The actual appearance of the ordered products may vary. Therefore, both the photos used in the catalog and the floor displays available in the distributors are for reference only.
After thermal treatment, the wood is exposed to changes in color under the influence of sunlight, and it also naturally changes to a l ighter color over time.

This very upmarket board has been 

valued by customers for its unique 

brown and orange color. Random grain 

arrangement and original color scheme, 

as well as differentiated shade, make it a 

real decoration for classic interiors and 

harmonious complement of orient-style 

arrangements.

F E R T I G D E S K A

Merbau Elegance

Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm

Merbau Elegance

F E R T I G
D E S K A

Finished 2-layer b
oard

 dim
ensions: 12

00x14
0x14

 m
m

Ash board with a particularly dark, 

sophisticated color. Random grain 

arrangement and few knots provide it 

a refined and elegant character. Warm 

colors make it a unique proposition for 

advocates of classical beauty. This floor 

will find its use in representative and 

atmospheric rooms.

Ash Cognac

Ash 
Cognac

Exotic wood is exposed to changes in color under the influence of sunlight and becomes brighter with time.
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer,
4 layers of oil-wax, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer,
4 layers of oil-wax, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

Walnut Elegance

Finished 2-layer board dimensions: 1200x140x14 mm

F E R T I G D E S K A

This floor is dedicated to the advocates 

of perfect form and simple elegance. It 

brings out the unique character of walnut 

wood. Chocolate colors break the white 

and the knots give the dynamism to the 

surface. Deep color makes this floor 

a harmonious complement of well-lit 

interior. It is also interesting with classical 

style as well as modern arrangements.

Walnut Elegance

F E R T I G
D E S K A

Walnut P
remium

Finished 2-layer b
oard

 dim
ensions: 12

00x14
0x14

 m
m

The board constitutes the quintessence 

of exotic beauty. It is characterized by 

similar colors of individual elements 

and a random grain arrangement. 

The surface is broken by single knots 

and intermittent sapwood. A subtle, 

deep shade of walnut makes the floor 

a perfect match for representative, 

spacious interiors.

Walnut Premium

Exotic wood is exposed to changes in color under the influence of sunlight and becomes brighter with time.
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F E R T I G PA R K I E T

Finished 2-layer parquet dimensions: 490x70x14 mm

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

A parquet with a random fibres 

arrangement, which charms due to 

numerous knots and discoloration. 

This timeless floor can be used both in 

a smaller interiors as well as in a spacious 

modern office. It will also look perfect in 

Provencal style interiors.

Oak Classic W
hite

Oak Classic White

FertigParkiet
FertigParkiet is finished, lacquered, or oil-waxed parquet flooring whose success lies in its two-layer structure. It consists of an elegant 3.6 mm 
or 6 mm thick top layer made of oak or ash wood. The bottom layer, called the underlay, is made of hardwood or softwood. The use of the underlay facilitates 
the installation process and provides the floor with additional protection against natural wood movement and its deformation. Due to its design, this product 
is recommended for use with underfloor heating.

Available dimensions:
thickness: 11 or 14 mm, width: 65 – 70 mm, length: 490 mm.

Different 
arrangements for 
FertigParkiet

* right and left tongues 
are required

Brick Ladder Square* Diagonal
pattern

Classic
herringbone*

Double
herringbone*

Diagonal
herringbone*



F E R T I G
PA R K I E T
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Finished 2-layer p
arq

uet d
im

ensions: 4
90x70x14

 m
m

F E R T I G PA R K I E T

Finished 2-layer parquet dimensions: 490x70x14 mm

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

Oak Elegance

This floor is characterized by random 

grain arrangement and minor color 

changes. Occasionally present pin knots 

add unique character to the floor. This 

exceptionally elegant and durable floor 

will match perfectly both classical and 

eclectic interiors.

Oak Elegance

Oak E
legance W

hite
Subtle and light colors add to the charm 

and enhance the natural beauty of the raw 

material. This parquet will be a perfect 

solution in small and underexposed 

interiors, which will become optically 

enlarged. It will also look favorably in 

Scandinavian style rooms.

Oak Elegance White



F E R T I G
PA R K I E T
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Finished 2-layer p
arq

uet d
im

ensions: 4
90x70x14
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finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

finishes: 8 layers of durable lacquer, 4 layers of oil-wax,
brushing, V4 bevelling, underfloor heating

Finished 2-layer parquet dimensions: 490x70x14 mm

F E R T I G PA R K I E T

A noble brown tone gives this parquet 

sophisticated character. This floor is 

characterized by small, rare knots and 

random grain arrangement. Thanks to its 

warm and subtle color it will beautifully 

outline modern interiors.

This is one of the most classic parquets. Its 

non-homogeneous pattern, explicit color 

differences, large knots and sapwood 

expose the natural beauty of oak. 

The floor will be a perfect match 

for country-style interiors and will 

complement cozy households.

Ash Cognac

Ash CognacOak Country

Oak C
ountry

After thermal treatment, the wood is exposed to changes in color under the influence of sunlight, and it also naturally changes to a l ighter color over time.



Surrounded with lush green forests and clean lakes we are close to nature 

every day. It inspires us to work. The respect for natural environment 

and requirements related to its protection are reflected in each stage 

of the floors production.

Raw material only from a trusted source
Keeping in mind the meaning of wood in the environment, we treat it with 

due respect. The raw material, from which we produce our floors, is almost 

exclusively the wood from Polish forests, where the management is conducted 

with preserving the constancy of ecosystems, its balanced development and 

environmental protection. The rest of the materials used to make our floors are 

exotic species from proven sources.

Ecology confirmed by certificates
The confirmation of our production standards according to the highest 

world norms of the responsible forest management is the FSC® certificate 

(Forest Stewardship Council). It is the first and currently the most popular 

global certification system of forests and wooden products. It is awarded only 

for the highest quality products that meet the strict standards.

Naturally from start to finish
We see the environmental concern not only as a choice of the right wood, but 

also an adequate protection of the finished product. For this purpose we only use 

lacquers and oils that do not contain solvents or harmful substances. Raw material 

is always processed to the end. In the highpressure compression of oak and ash 

sawdust the Premium Pellets and PDJ briquette are formed - our environmentally 

friendly alternatives to firewood.

In harmony with nature

Oil-wax is a mixture of natural oils and liquid wax.  Wood 

surface is being saturated for long lasting protection, 

which subtly emphasises the the structure and 

colour of the wood and exposes its natural drawing. 

An unquestionable advantage of oil-wax is the 

possibility of spot renovation, therefore it is particularly 

recommended for use in interiors  where the floor is  

more vulnerable to minor damage.

Oil-wax does not close the wood pores,  therefore 

creates a favourable microclimate in the house. 

Composed exclusively from natural ingredients, it is an 

ideal solution for for people who suffer from allergies.

Wooden floors will decorate the interior of our house for many years. The key factor when it comes to  use and day to 

day care is the choice of a coating, which we make already at the purchasing stage. So far the choice has been made 

by customers between  eight layers of UV lacquer or four layers of natural oil-wax coating. In 2021. Jawor-Parquet 

has introduced a revolutionary coating called Fusion Hybrid, which combines the features of of oil-wax and lacquer, 

is extremely functional and allows a unique way of colouring the wood. Each wood surface  treatment offers effective 

protection and makes the floor exceptionally durable. What are the differences between these coatings and which is 

the most suitable for you?

A coating tailored to your needs

Lacquer Oil-wax

Fusion Hybrid

Lacquer will be the right choice for those who 

appreciate comfort and do not want to pay much 

attention to regular floor maintenance. This coating 

is extremely practical for everyday use and is easy to 

clean. Traditional lacquering results in a thin protective 

layer on the wood surface, however, it does not allow 

for spot repairs. It protects perfectly, while ensuring 

a beautiful and chic appearance.

Fusion Hybrid combines the best features of both 

formulas to provide maximum functionality and even 

better protection during production process. The 

new Fusion Hybrid is characterised by its increased 

resistance to mechanical damage as well as and the 

possibility of surface spot renovation.

The coating is ultra-matte, open-pore and allows to 

preserve natural advantages of the natural qualities of 

the wooden surface - by penetrating the structure of 

the wood, it exposes the natural grain of the wood.

It is ecological, free from solvents and harmful 

substances,  therefore allergy- and child-friendly 

and safe for animals. It has been tested and certified 

for slipperiness and emissions of volatile organic 

compounds (VOC).

The mark
of responsible forestry
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Care guide
of Jawor-Parkiet wooden floors

3 steps to longevity

A wooden floor is every interior’s decoration - it adds class, elegance and provides it with individuality.

How to ensure its longevity? Based on many years of experience, Jawor-Parkiet

has developed a simple and economical three steps method of floor care, which guarantees

that wooden boards and parquet will serve us for years.

Visit our YouTube channel
with a care guide

„Od Deski do Deski”

You want to know more
about the care of wooden floors?

STEP 1:
Make the right choice
In order to be able to enjoy the natural qualities of wooden floors for many years, you must not forget to 
protect their surfaces from damage caused by everyday use. Decision, which you make at the purchase 
stage, is crucial for the continued use of boards or parquets. Jawor-Parkiet products are factory-protected 
in one of three ways - by eight layers of UV lacquer, four layers of natural oil-wax or 8 layers of Fusion Hybrid 
coating. All these methods provide complete protection and make the products exceptionally durable.

STEP 2:
Maintain it every day
Regardless of the applied coating, in order to avoid damage to the floor surface, it is necessary to take care 
of it properly during everyday use. In order to do so, all you need to do is to follow a few basic rules. 
Do you know which ones?

• Use soft footwear and secure furniture with special felt coasters.

• Avoid contamination that can scratch a wooden surface, such as sand.

• Remove any dirt using a soft brush and a soft-tip vacuum-cleaner. 

• Try to avoid excessive mechanical loads on the floor.

• Make sure the air humidity in the room stays between 45-60%.

• Wipe the floor dry or with a slightly dampened cloth

• Remember to remove any dirt (and spills liquids first) as soon as you notice it.

Did you know...
In order to enjoy the beauty of your wooden floor you need to remove dirt using soft bristle 

brushes, a delicately moistened cloth or spray mop with a professional maintenance 

concentrate for lacquered or wax-oiled floors Jawor-Parkiet?

Floors for years
How to take care of Jawor-Parkiet floors?

Lacquered floor – is covered with eight layers of acrylic lacquer hardened with UV. 
• After laying the floor it must be protected with Jawor-Parkiet impregnate for lacquered floors or another 

recommended by Jawor-Parkiet. The purpose of this treatment is to protect the edges and gaps against moisture. 

This is done by a parquet fitters (at an additional cost) and this is the final stage of the instalation process.

• For day to day care use Jawor-Parkiet concentrate for cleaning lacquered floors or any other concentrate 

recommended by Jawor-Parkiet.

Oil-waxed floor – is covered with four layers of oil-wax. 
• After laying the floor it is advisable to protect it with the Jawor-Parkiet Care Oil. The purpose of this treatment is to 

protect the edges and gaps against moisture. This activity is done by a parquet fitters (at an additional cost) and this 

is the final stage of the installation process.

• The floor should be maintained in dry manner with a microfibre mop if possible. For day to day care in wet 

manner Concentrate for cleaning oil-waxed floors from Jawor-Parkiet series or any other product recommended 

by Jawor-Parkiet, should be used. 

• A natural characteristic of oiled floors is the formation of traffic routes, wiping of the wax-oil and washing out the 

hard wax coating. Therefore, it is necessary to protect the surface every 20 washes with Jawor-Parkiet Care Oil 

or other oil recommended by Jawor-Parkiet.

New! Fusion Hybrid floor – is covered with eight layers of Fusion Hybrid coating.
• After laying the floor protect it with Jawor-Parkiet Impregnate for lacquered floors or another recommended 

by Jawor-Parkiet. The purpose of this treatment is to protect the edges and gaps against moisture. This is done 

by a parquet fitters (at an additional cost) and this is the final stage of the instalation process.

• For day to day care use Jawor-Parkiet Concentrate for cleaning lacquered floors or any other concentrate 

recommended by Jawor-Parkiet.

Maintain constant air humidity

Due to its mechanical and physical properties, wood changes its dimensions and shape with changes in 

temperature and relative air humidity. Therefore, it is necessary to remember to maintain a constant air 

humidity of 45-60 percent in the room. Interiors should be equipped with a room thermometer, a humidity 

meter and a humidifier. These interiors should be ventilated regularly in spring and summer and during the 

heating period using a humidifier is a must.

STEP 3:
Trust the professionals
Regular cleaning and maintenance is the only way to keep your wooden floors looking beautiful and fresh. 
For all those who want to easily take care of their natural advantages and ensure their long life, a line of 
professional care products for Jawor-Parkiet wooden floors have been introduced to the Jawor-Parquet 
line of professional wood floor treatments.

Oil-wax

Infiltrates into the structure of wood, protects against 
moisture, dirt, dust and stains

Protects against mechanical damages, scratches 
and wear resulting from every-day use

Requires periodical impregnation and ongoing 
maintenance but there is a possible to do a punctual 

renovation on your own

Lacquer

Covers the surface of the element, protect against 
moisture, dirt, dust and stains

Protects against mechanical damages, scratches 
and wear resulting from every-day use

Requires ongoing maintenance, does not allow for 
punctual repairs, damaged element must be replaced, 

and destroyed lacquer must be completely grinded 
down (sanded) and lacquered again

New! Fusion Hybrid cover

A combination of functional and visual qualities of lacquer and oil-wax

Requires less maintenance than an oil-wax finish with preserve the natural qualities of a wooden surface

Main features: ultra-matt, open-pore,  safe to use, recommended for persons with allergies

It protects against mechanical damage, scratching and everyday use

Offers local surface renovation and removal of minor damage

Eco-friendly, does not contain volatile organic compounds
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Lacquered Floors
Floors covered with eight layers of ecological UV lacquer are much more 

resistant to wiping off the protective layer and mechanical damage. 

However, in order to for them look beautiful and fresh for a long time 

 it is necessary to regularly clean and maintain them.

New! 
Fusion Hybrid floors.

A combination of functional and visual qualities of lacquer and oil-wax. 

Requires less maintenance than an oil-wax finish with preserve the natural 

qualities of a wooden surface.  However, in order to preserve the beauty 

of the wooden floor for many years, we recommend using  Jawor-Parkiet 

Concentrate for cleaning lacquered floors.

Professional
care products
for Jawor-Parkiet
wooden floors

A wooden floor is a decoration of every interior - 
it adds class, elegance and makes it unique. 

However in order to enjoy its qualities, it is 
necessary to remember about about proper 
maintanace. Therefore Jawor-Paarkiet has 
introduced a line of professional care products.

Concentrate for cleaning of 
lacquered floors

It is dedicated for day to day  cleaning of wooden floors 

finished with lacquer, UV lacquer and Fusion Hybrid 

coating. One used  it creates a delicate protective layer 

on the floor surface.

Impregnant 
for lacquered floors

Used immediately after installation, to care for 

and maintain floors finished with lacquer, 

UV lacquer and Fusion Hybrid coating. 

Boosts the floor’s water resistance by preserving its 

edges and reducing infiltration of water and dirt in 

joints between individual floor elements. Particularly 

recommended for the initial maintenance of ready 

parquets soon after they are laid by a fitter. The product 

protects the floor against excessive wear and extends its 

life. It also freshens up the floor’s surface.

Oil-waxed floors
When we decide to protect our floor with four layers of natural oil-wax, we must 

remember to properly care for their surface. Only regular care will effectively 

prevent the protective layer from washing out, so that we can enjoy the beauty of 

our flooring for years to come.

Concentrate for cleaning
oil-waxed floors
Used or ongoing cleaning of oiled and waxed floors. 

The product creates a delicate protective layer on the 

surface, thus limiting oil wash-out and wood drying.

Care oil for oil-waxed floors
It is intended for the care and regeneration of oil-waxed 

wooden floors. Matted and worn-out coatings can be 

refreshed with care oil. Regular use will prevent the need 

for sanding and renovation work in the future.
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Dedicated chemicals
forJawor-Parkiet wooden floors

A line of specialized products for the installation of wooden flooring. They facilitate 
everyday work and provide the highest quality.

J-P glue and primers are available from 
authorized distributors of Jawor-Parkiet floors

read more on jawor-parkiet.com/chemicals

Solvent-free, elastic hybrid adhesive for wooden floors is 
a combination of polyurethane and silane. The best of the 
two technologies was used to develop the adhesive. Due 
to the inclusion of polyurethane, high mechanical strength 
of the joint has been achieved and the bonding of the 
adhesive, even at higher thicknesses, has been ensured. 

The presence of silane has a positive effect on minimizing 
the skin-forming effect of the adhesive once the can is 
open, and it also allows the bonded joint to be removed 
from painted surfaces.

J-P Bond Elastic has a joint elasticity of approx. 100%, 
while its strength on the wall is approx. 1.7 MPa. The 
adhesive is very easy to apply and has minimal resistance 
under the trowel, while it ensures the stability of the path.

J-P Bond Elastic is an environment-friendly product: it 
is EC1 R Plus certified and it does not contain Volatile 
Organic Compounds. It is suitable for applications with 
underfloor heating. It can be used for full-surface gluing 
of solid and layered wood products. The glued wooden 
floor can be walked on after about 8 hours, and it can be 
sanded after about 12 hours.

Perfect for securing absorbent and non-absorbent underlays under wooden 
floors, as well as for consolidating and strengthening weak underlays. It 
can be used as a damp-proof membrane on screeds without hydrostatic 
pressure. Due to its properties, it can be used with underfloor heating.

Primer for polyurethane adhesives 
for wooden floors

Solvent-free polyurethane primer 
and anti-moisture coating

for cement foundations

Solvent-free, polyurethane primer and anti-moisture coating for 
cementitious substrates. It can be used for substrates in good 
repair, as an anti-dusting impregnation and as reinforcement and 
primer for wooden floors glued to porous anhydrite and cement-
based substrates.

The J-P Grunt Eko primer is ready-to-use, odorless, easy and quick 
to apply and solvent-free. The product is efficient and sets quickly. 
In places where there is no moisture insulation, a wooden floor may 
be laid only after a temporary moisture barrier is applied using the 
J-P Primer Rapid as a layer cutting off any damp.

Solvent-free, flexible hybrid 
adhesive for wooden floors



Check now!
How Jawor-Parkiet floors

will look like in your interior.
All you need to do is to click

at our web arranger.

jawor-parkiet.com/arranger

Why is it worth ordering
the DemoBox from Jawor-Parkiet?

• Presentation of the available floor thicknesses to enable 
adjustment 
e.g. for ceramic tiles.

• All samples of your favorite floors presented in an orderly 
manner.

• Presentation of available colors - allowing for proper matching to 
the interior.

• Convenient for transport - handle and practical shoulder strap.

• Online ordering possible.

Join the group of our partners and register on the website for 
architects.

This will give you access to high-quality floor textures, useful 
for interior design projects.

You can register at:

jawor-parkiet.com/register

Dear Architect!
We invite you to cooperate.

Floor
arranger

Visit us at
jawor-parkiet.com/arranger
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Authorized retail distributor:

Wooden Flooring Manufacturer
JAWOR-PARKIET

Grunwaldzka 87
13-300 Nowe Miasto Lubawskie

POLAND
tel./fax: +48 56 474 80 85
mobile: +48 510 156 930

e-mail: export@jawor-parkiet.pl
www.jawor-parkiet.com
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